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ODinion
What do UHC students think about alcohol?
MOST COLLEGE STUDENTS DRINK
lots of beer. Are UHC students any
different? What do UHC students think about
alcohol? We asked people to reply to this
question through e-mail:

Q: What are some of your thoughts on
alcohol? Why do you feel this way? What
have been some of your prior experiences?
Your opinion will we be anonymous.

FRESHMEN
Laughter is the ultimate high. Who
needs anything else? Alcohol is refuge
for the mindless who can think of
anything else better to do or can 't think
of anything funny to say "- Freshman

"... The idea Jbr 'The Simnpsons ' was
thought up by a couple of drunken guys.
This is a serious contribution to human
civilization here that was made possible

Freshman

"Ifyou like yourself why would
to change your state of mind id a
someone you 're not?
'ent to a
soroity pa
c a lotW
drinki -,ccently
bserving gii
p ng in rh'e'kathroon was m pleasant
ht! Why is th't cool? 11 who I am
nd I can have Jim withou rinking
alcohol. "- Freshman

'it's an acquiredt
to acquire. "- Frtshman

that I choose not

Opinion Editor

FUN FACTS ABOUT ALCOHOL!

Freshman

Every year, college students spend $5.5
billion dollars on alcohol, mostly beer. This is
more than they spend on books, soda pop,
coffee, juice, and milk combined, averaging
$466 per student per year.

SOPHOMORES

College students drink an estimated 4
billion cans of beer annually.

with beer Let's think about what we're

giving up when weDON'Tdrink!"-

"I don 't know what the big deal is
Some people take it to the extreme, and
that's wrong. Other people, including
myself know their limits and don 't drink
excessively. I just do it now and then
since it loosens me up and since it makes
the night come alive. "- Sophomore

"It's not the drinking i/mat you should
"... America is the only country that
question - it's who you drink wit/i. won trust its teenagers wit/i alcohol.
Sophomore
Thus, it just makes them waizi it even
more. And when they do get it, they drink
"There is an intrinsic need with in all of
a lot. But in most European countries the
us that drives us to relinquish our selfteenagers are introduced to alcohol at an
con trol with alcohol and to seek the
early age, and so they never have a
security of a group since either we 're in
problem wit/i it ... It's going to happen
emotional pain or since we're not sure
anyway. Fighting it only makes it worse."
what the next day will bring. Still, there
- Freshman
are other ways of going about it that
aren 't as potentially dangerous.
"I'm always a little worried about those
Personally, I don 't have to drink to be
people who think it's like a sin to drink. It
stupid. I cn do that just fine on my own
isn 't. It 's just something fun to do with
without even trying, thank you. "your friends ... I just try to make sure that

I don ever turn it into a habit. "-

by Alexander Johnson

Sop homore

"Students feel removed from the world. I
mean, they don 't even vote ... They
acrfice their freedom to those plastic
hams people call credit cards as though
they had no stake iii their own lives what
so ever ... They drink to escape from it
all ... the world creates both a problem
and a solution. How convenient.
Sophomore

"You will be assimilated. Resistance is
futile. Your personal ethical standards
and morals will be eradicated. This is
college. Start thinking. "- Sophomore
coitinued on Alcohol. page 4

The total amount of alcohol consumed by
college students each year is 430 million
gallons, enough for every college and university in the United States to fill an Olympic-size
swimming pool.
As many as 360,000 of the nation's 12
million undergraduates will die from alcoholrelated causes while in school. This is more
than the number who will receive M.A. and
Ph.D. degrees.

Nearly half of all college students are binge

drinkers.
Beer manufacturers spend an estimated
$15-20 million annually to promote their
products to college students.
Almost 4% of all college students drink
alcohol daily.

Studies show that fraternity members
drink more often and more heavily than other
college students.
On America's college campuses, alcohol is a
factor in 40% of all academic problems, and
28% of all dropouts.
A daily glass of wine can increase your
weight by as much as 10 pounds a year.
Fetal Alcohol Syndrome (FAS) is one of the
leading causes of birth defects and developmental disabilities in the United States.

75% of male students and 55% of female
students involved in acquaintance rape had
been drinking or using drugs at the time.
On the positive side, there is a small but
significant downward trend in alcohol use on
America's campuses. In 1985 the percentage
of college students who had consumed alcohol
in the previous 30 days was 80.3%. By 1990
that number had declined to 74.5%, and
continues to decline each year.
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the understand to genius a take doesn't It
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epic by wane to were it ever If turmoil. economic
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analytical analyze to abilities my of development
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professor a become ever I If works. world free the
monarchs? the since changed anything Has
masses, the over control their on grasp
how of understanding my is this least, At
useless. is dormant
firmer even an allowing thus out, die eventually
remains that knowledge Most value. any of it is
would enthusiasm and ambition their that enough
passive mentally and monotonous were slaves world real the of part a be to bold the by innovated
re- and assertive the by applied is knowledge
their if that realized They classes. science and
when Only energy. potential only still is edge
math our of some in currently is it as slaves their
over power their keep to wanted who monarchs
knowl- then, even But organized. and obtained,
originated. is information consistent and accurate
the with popular as just was philosophy pragmatic
which by process the understanding from comes
This it." do to how know to need just you doing
only power transformational genuine that address
you're what know to need don't "you statement,
to fails cliché inculcated this however, aside
the heard probably You've agenda. hidden
a there's if wonder even I Sometimes
this Putting power. for whim at interchanged and
series. the in class
pieces into broken be can that unit homogenous
next the for you prepare to it's rather, world; the
single a isn't obviously knowledge Second,
hand. at topic the learning about have I thereof,
of fate the about decisions making for you prepare
or inspire to isn't here objective unspoken The
lack or passion, of amount the by rather but
spend to have I money much how to limited solely
relevant. thus and power," is knowledge "all that,
isn't education my First, them. with disagree
lie the into buy really teachers Some behalf. my on
think technology let to how and regurgitation, of I education. higher on dollars borrowed and earned
art the lectures, to listen to how terms, vocabulary
of thousands spending our towards justification
a as power," is knowledge "all maxim the applaud
memorize systematically to how is UHC the to
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UHC students find ways to cope with busy lives

by John T.Wilson
Student Life Editor
SHADOWED BY A WAVERING TOWER OF

math, physics, and engineering books, UHC
student and future computer engineer, Nick
Martin stares intensely into the grid lined
paper, his pencil unearthing a solution. But
this evening, the walls around him resonate
with the sound of laughter and thumping of a
duct tape ball, as two UHC students engage
in a World Cup shootout, only a couple layers
of sheet rock away. It is this somewhat
distinct duality that makes UHC students not
only unique, but more importantly, sane.
With some of the most rigorous and
time consuming schedules in the university, it
is given that UHC students spend far more
than ample time rummaging through the
wrecking yard of text books in preparation
for an exam or term paper. However, how
UHC students get away from that trembling
tower of academia before it falls upon them.
varies from student to student.
Ask almost any UHC student what they
want for Christmas, and most would tell you.
"Sleep." Thus it comes as no surprise that
one of the most popular and readily used
methods of combating stress involves nothing
more than a comfortable couch. "I really dig
sleeping; everything is clearer when I wake
up," said UHC sophomore Andrew Jackson.
On the other end of the stress fighting
continuum, exists those who have sat too
long and need to get up and move. Whether
they are drenched in sweat after a hard work
out at Dixon or covered with powdered with
chalk after a tough climb at the Indoor
Climbing Center, it is common to see UHC
students converting their stress into energy.
"I've found that it is really good to take
advantage of the facilities at Dixon," commented UHC freshman Scott Baranick.
Some students enjoy taking their craving for
recreation to the outdoors, hitting the slopes
on skis in the winter and bikes in the spring.
"Biking is an awesome way to get away from
it all," sophomore Ben Walczak states. "It's
good for your body and for your mind."
Other UHC students prefer a simple walk in
Avery Park, a lighthearted game of Frisbee,
or a trip to the coast with friends.
McNary Hall, the official dorm of the

''

I really dig sleeping; everything is
clearer when I wake up.
Andrew Jackson, UHC sophomore

,,

UHC. even tries to ensure that students
remain balanced and at least somewhat sane.
By sponsoring Friday evening dances in the
main lounge and the famous mid-night
breakfast during finals week, McNary Hall
provides UHC students with yet another
avenue of stress relief. "The midnight
breakfast is a great tradition," sophomore
Robin McDaniel noted. But perhaps the
effective method of stress relief comes from a
tiny, wooden field of dreams erected in the
corner of the McNary main lounge: the
foosball table. McNary students can be

found slamming the small white sphere in
every direction as the red and blue soldiers do
their best to move the ball towards the goal.
"I love the foosball table," says foosballaddict Brian Leen.
However, sometimes the best way to
relax is to do nothing. Often just watching a
movie with friends, talking to your roommate
late into the night, meeting the neighbors next
door, or playing Bond with a group of friends
is all one needs to take a break and add
another dimension to a hectic life. It is these
precious few moments in a busy week that
make life a little sweeter, turn a frustrated
frown into a jovial grin, and bridge the gap
between books and life. As a matter of fact, I
think I hear Nick down the hall - time for
some foosball.
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wonder some local youths leer at the passersby. We congratulated ourselves on our
lunch and, after a brief constitutional in
Lithia Park, met up with our peers to see the
play. It was quite good.

Part III: An important segment of this
narrative, really not to be missed, iii which
the remainder of the first day's afternoon and
evening unfolds.
I see that out story waxes over long.
Patience, most beloved reader! The setting
has waned and the action shall now commence, fast and furious!
We broke into small groups and
wandered the cosmetic streets looking for an
angry fix. I bought some books including
one by Joseph Conrad, an author who surely
ranks amongst my favorites. You are right, It
is extraneous details like that which are
wasting so much space.
Most of us met for dinner at a brewery
and restaurant. It was somewhat expensive.
The beer was very good indeed. I ate my fill
and drank several glasses of the beer. We left
with time to spare before our next play, "A
Midsummer Night's Dream." Three of us
went back to "Champions" where, sinner that
I am, we had another beer and watched more
hockey. I must admit that the three of us
entered the entertainment well prepared. This
does not change the fact that it was a wildly
wonderful play. Our bus driver joined us; we
had done the good deed of buying her one of
our extra tickets. I hope you enjoyed it bus
driver!

Photo courtesy of UHC

An actress explains the background of "Two Gentlemen of Verona' to a group of UHC
students at the Ashland Shakespeare Festival.

Part IV: The tale cuts itself off The
final objective is met and the Innocents
retreat.
That night, there were or there were not
dreams. It is unclear. How would I know
anyway? 'Man would be an ass to expound
this dream. In the morning. Mark Muktoyuk
and I cleaned our bodies and ran up and
down the hall crowing the new day.
Cockadoodledo! At one point, I flapped my
arms but roosters can't fly more than a few
feet. Coffee. That's what was needed. We
found a Beanery nearby and the oily substance slipped eagerly down into my stomach
where its arrival was celebrated with a
general, groaning

Everyone climbed aboard our midnight
express in high spirits. We were young and it
was dark and this was a school bus. The
evening unfolded before us. But the moon,
curse you fickle night
spirits!, yawned away in
uproar.
its silken sleeping gown.
What happened when the
We went
What happened when the powers that be closed their
downtown and
powers that be closed
doors and slipped into a trusting almost left a few
their doors and slipped
stragglers behind.
slumber? Ah, gentle readers, we
into a trusting slumber?
It was a close call,
live up to our UHC reputation
Ah, gentle readers, we
but we made out all
lived up to our UHC
and committed that most
right. For lunch, I
reputation and commitwent with four
unfortunate of young crimes:
ted that most unfortunate
others to an Indian
proper and orderly behavior.
of young crimes: proper
restaurant. Our
and orderly behavior.
waiter was of the
Even for those of us who wandered aimlessly minimalist school. He explained his philosoabout the night city, all borders remained
phy to us in a few words while he demanded
intact. I suppose I don't necessarily speak for we each order the buffet. His message was
everyone. David Duchovney brayed like a
not understood by all and one amongst us,
goat on TV. We went to sleep.
Katie Hubler, ordered something from the

''

menu. Thankfully. he controlled his irritation
and I live to write this. Blessed are the meek.
All that was left was our final play.
"Vilna's Got a Golem." It was the most
wonderful and craziest of the lot. After it was
over, we gathered outside and waited for our
golden chariot to descend. Some people
bought a final coffee, others a lump of cold
fudge, still others crowded around and
eavesdropped as one of the play's cast spoke
to another group. I put my hat on the
sidewalk and danced like the devil earning
three million dollars. This is only half true.
We had merely slumbered there. The
school bus, now our Charon's raft, arrived to
ferry us back to reality. We stopped to eat in
a ghost town. Taco Time. Subway and a
convenience store were open. I would like to
thank Katie for buying me a Coke. On the
trip home, I had taken a rear seat and was not
bothered by the chill; of course, it was late in
the day. I dozed off until it was dark. When I
raised my eyes, I saw three faces looking
back and listening to Meghna Chakrabarti.
The faces were illuminated with the emergency exit's red light. Hellish destiny
stretching forth its prickly arms to welcome
us home? I was sleepy; I had a lot to do. I
retracted into my bus cubicle and closed my
eyes. Did mermaids there await me? Ahead,
Corvallis squatted patiently on the old river
plain. As they say, Tornorrow is another
day.'
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o money for gifts? Go thrift.
by Beth

ner

osity) assemble everything on the newspapercovered floor. Get out your vases, flower pots
and fabric paints. Squeeze a

Entertainment Editor
THE END OF THE TERM IS ALMOST HERE

small amount of

and that means lots of good things: Thanksgiving, finals and Christmas. Well, two out of three
isn't so bad (especially when there's a curve).
Now the very idea of a home cooked turkey dinner leaves most of us salivating, and no
one is too old for Santa Claus, so let's investigate "going home."

each color on a pal-

School's almost done for the term but
unfortunately that also means that your laundry is dirty, your wallet is empty and you can't
wait to see what you are getting for
Christmas. But wait! Aren't you

forgetting

something?

Where are you going to
come up with money for
gifts?

Worry no more.

ette (or piece of
cardboard) and then

let your creativity
flow as you paint the
vases and flower pots.
When they have dried,
fill them with candy and
seed packets.

That was easy!
Next, grab the picture
frames and borrow your
roommate's hot glue gun.
Clean out your backpack
and desk drawers and glue
stray tacks, buttons, jewelry,
pencils, fabrics, etc. onto the
frame. Put a fun picture or post-

Here are some fun, cre-

card in the frame and

ative and inexpensive
ideas for presents that
are sure to put smiles
on friends and family

wrap it up!

as well as your pocketbook.
First, budget one
to five dollars per person and make a list of
everyone you want to
get presents for. Then
it's time to go shopping.
Go to some local thrift stores and dollar stores

and pick up a few plain vases,
flower pots, picture frames,
bowls, mugs, teacups, and
wine glasses. After that,

S

i

nce

you're on a roll.
keep going. Find
the bowls, mugs,
teacups and wineglasses while you
think of your poor
friends who live off
fast food. Fill each
dish or cup with cans

of soda, soup, boxed
pasta and rice
(make sure it's microwavable), tea,
coffee and candy. Wrap each with
colored plastic wrap and ribbon.

go find some inexpen-

For little brothers, sisters,

sive candy, tea,
boxed pasta meals,
canned soup, fabric
paint, seed packets,

nieces, nephews or your own

etc.

Once you are in your

room (put a huge "Keep Out"
sign on the door to instill some curi-

kids, find some books and puzzles

at a thrift store or dollar store.
Remember, to most young children it's quantity. NOT quality
that counts. Place them in different size boxes (one item per
box); add trinkets and candy to
the top of the gift as a final touch.

If you are good in the kitchen, try to whip
up some cookies or pies. Everyone loves baked
goodies.

Last but not least are fun calendars
with special dates highlighted. Draw up

your own calendar or print one off of
the computer then decorate with pictures and highlight special dates like
birthdays, anniversaries or family holidays.

As all the hustle and bustle of the holiday season surrounds you, make sure to take
time and enjoy your time off. Remember to
have fun and spend lots of time with friends
and family.
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Instructions

The crossword contains the last
names of all the instructors teaching
classes Winter term. The clues range
from the insultingly obvious to the
painfully obscure. (You have the class
lists anyways, we assume you can
figure it out eventually.) The first
person to submit the correct answers
to the UHC office will receive a
prize! Don't forget to sign up for
classes for winter term!

Across
3.
8.
10.

12.
14.
16.
17.
19.

21.
23.
25.
26.
28.
29.

Down

Bob Speaks
ENG 406H
"Oui, Oui" in "Yes, Yes"
One less than 500 socks
2 Departments, 2 Instructors (jk)
First name: same as Einstein
F = (last initial) a
Same as 13 down
2 Departments, 2 Instructors (br)
The "Freddy" of Science
First name: movie star Winslet
Cheesy Non-Prose

I.
4.
5.
6.

Je'd(jl)

22.
24.
27.

Quick and Easy Disorder
First name: not Mona, but

7.
9.
11.
13.
15.

18.

20.

Biological Clocks
Anne of Green
, sing.
E.S.S.R.: E.P.S.P.
First name: What X does to spot
Health of Mt. Everest
Flower 'N Sandwich
Rhymes with 'Cake"
Se' d(wb)
Mary J0, the Science Gal
Chex
Initials: Politically Correct (back-

wards)

Class for politicians
First name: Christmas Song
Pathogens Today
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